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1 Introduction
In recent years, signicant progress has been made on characterizing quantum chaos in
many-body systems. Developments in the study of holographic duality [1] pointed out a
close connection between chaotic many-body dynamics and gravitational physics, especially
black hole dynamics [2, 3]. Motivated by this connection, new characteristics of quantum
chaos have been studied, such as the out-of-time-ordered correlator (OTOC) [3{6]. The
OTOC can be viewed as a quantum generalization of the Poisson bracket in classical
dynamics. In the classical case, the Poisson bracket of canonical coordinates x(t) with
the coordinates at an earlier time x(0) determines how sensitive the trajectory is to initial
conditions, which characterizes chaos and is related to Lyapunov exponents. Similarly,
the OTOC provides a measure of \operator scrambling" | how operators become more
complicated under Heisenberg evolution. The decrease of the OTOC corresponds to an
increase of the commutator between two operators A(t) at time t and B(0) at time 0,
which captures that the support of A(t) in operator space grows.
Another related measure of operator scrambling is the operator size distribution [7, 8].
By expanding each operator in a polynomial of simple operators, such as single Pauli
operators in a spin chain, or single fermion creation/annihilation operators in a fermion
system, one obtains a superposition of terms, each of which is a product of multiple simple
building blocks. This leads to a denition of operator size distribution as the distribution
of support over products of dierent lengths. A single Pauli operator in a spin chain has
size 1, while a product of two Pauli's on two sites has size 2. An operator's size distribution
provides a more sophisticated characteristic of its complexity than the OTOC. It was also
shown that a particular average of OTOCs gives the average size, i.e. the rst moment of the
operator size distribution [8, 9]. The operator size distribution have been studied in various
models including the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev models [8, 9] and spin models [10{12]. Finite
temperature generalizations of (eective) operator size has been discussed recently [13, 14].
Interestingly, the operator size distribution has also been related to a certain momentum
quantum number in the holographic dual theory [8, 15{18].
Here, we investigate the role of operator size distribution in holographic duality by
studying the bulk operator size in the dual theory of SYK model. The SYK model has
been proposed to be dual to Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity [19, 20] with certain bulk mat-
ter content. Although the duality is not completely proven, from the behavior of the
boundary fermion in the SYK model (a conformal eld with known conformal dimension,
and large-N factorization) it is reasonable to apply the known dictionary and determine
the corresponding bulk fermion eld. In this paper, we compute the size distribution
of the boundary Majorana eld in the low temperature, large N limit of SYK, using a
method inspired by a combination of [9] and [21] that makes clear the connection of this
boundary quantity to bulk quantities for a fermion in static AdS2. Then, in close analogy
with previous work for elds with other spin [22{25] (often referred to collectively as the
Hamilton-Kabat-Lifschytz-Lowe, or HKLL, constructions), we give an explicit construction
of the bulk fermion operator in terms of the boundary Majoranas. This enables us to give
a direct computation of the bulk fermion size, as well as a direct derivation of relation-
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ships between certain matrix elements of the boundary size operator, bulk fermion size,
and certain components of bulk momentum (i.e. SL(2;R) charge) in SYK models and their
bulk duals.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the essential
results on the denition of operator size distribution, and the generating function approach
that will be useful for us. In section 3 we review the key features of the SYK model, and
derive the boundary operator size distribution in the \low temperature" limit (N  J 
1 in the SYK variables introduced in section 3). In doing so, we directly nd a relationship
between the boundary size generating function at low temperature and SL(2;R) generators.
In section 4 we develop a construction of bulk fermions from the boundary, and use this
to study the size of bulk elds in SYK. As a cross-check, we also present numerical results
based on the known large-q boundary size distribution [9]. Finally, section 5 contains
the conclusion and further discussion. Appendix A gives details on the derivation of the
boundary size. Appendix C contains explicit expressions for expectations of momenta in
static AdS2. Appendices D and E give the derivation of the bulk fermion reconstruction.
2 The size operator and its distribution
In this work, we will use the machinery developed in [9] to treat operator size on the
boundary. In this section, we present a brief overview of the setting and main results in
that work.
For concreteness, imagine the space of operators in our quantum mechanical Hilbert
space H is generated by some nite collection of N Majorana operators, fj ; kg = jk.
Any operator O can be written
O =
NX
n=0
X
1j1<<jnN
O(n)j1jnj1   jn (2.1)
where the O(n)j1jn are complex numbers. We are interested in characterizing the \weight"
of O in dierent n-sectors. There is an abstract Hilbert space of operators, with Hilbert-
Schmidt inner product hO;Si = TrOyS, and we choose to measure the size in some n-sector
by the length of the projection of O to the subspace of length-n j strings in this inner
product.
It can be useful to work in the setting of a \doubled Hilbert space" H(2) = H 
 H,
associated to two copies of the physical system, as opposed to the \operator Hilbert space",
Hop = H 
 H. This requires a (non-unique) choice of isomorphism between the two
spaces. Fermionic or bosonic operators that appropriately commute or anti-commute with
all operators on the right or left tensor factor of H(2) are written OL or OR, respectively;1 if
fjg generates the operator algebra on H, there are fLj g that generate the same algebra
(and satisfy the same relations as the fjg amongst themselves). In our case, we can
take an irreducible representation of the Majorana algebra for 2N elds (call this H(2)),
and arbitrarily call N of them Lj , and the other N 
R
j . This gives a factorization of
1Since we will need the fermionic statistics, we cannot simply use operators of the form O 
 1.
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H(2) = H
H, where even products of Lj (Rj ) act only on the left (right) factor. States
in the doubled Hilbert space are written as j ). To implement our isomorphism, for an
operator O 2 Hop, we dene OL by expanding in terms of a generating set fjg and making
the replacement j ! Lj . Then, we choose a state j0) 2 H(2) and dene jO) = OLj0).
In order for this map to be injective, we require j0) to have full Schmidt rank between
the two tensor factors, and to be proportional to an isometry, which requires the Schmidt
weights must all be equal. In other words, j0) is a maximally entangled state between the
two copies.
For our purpose, there is a particularly useful choice of maximally entangled state.
Form the fermionic annihilation operators
cj =
1p
2
(Lj + i
R
j )
and choose j0) such that cj j0) = 0 for all j. It can be checked that this state is maximally
entangled between the two tensor factors. Furthermore, this state has
Lj j0) =  iRj j0) =
1p
2
cyj j0): (2.2)
Then the information about the distribution of O across operators of dierent size is
contained in the moments of the numbers of Lj operators, or equivalently the cj fermions,
nj = c
y
jcj =
1
2
+ iLj 
R
j ; n =
X
j
nj
nj [O](k) =
(Ojnkj jO)
(OjO) ; n[O]
(k) =
(OjnkjO)
(OjO) :
This is a state-independent measure of size, which does not allow the characterization
of operator scrambling at a given energy scale or a subspace of states. To remedy this,
ref. [9] proposed to measure the size in the thermal ensemble by moments of the generating
function
Z [O] =
(O1=2 je njO1=2 )
(
1=2
 je nj1=2 )
: (2.3)
The derivatives of the logarithm of this generating function over  are the dierences
between the size cumulants for O1=2 and 1=2 , for example the rst moment is
n [O]   @ logZ

 [O]
@
= n[O1=2 ]  n[1=2 ]: (2.4)
The \thermal size" n [O] depends on the reference state  , which takes into account the
fact that certain operators are more important than others when applying to a subspace
of states.
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Finally, we note that Z [O(t)] is related to a particular \thermal" two-point function
of the O. In particular, following ref. [9] we dene the \boundary size kernel"
~G@(1; 2) = G@

 i

1   
2

; i

2   
2

=
(0jT [e 
R 
0 dH
L()+( =2)n()

Lj (1)
L
j (2)]j0)
(0jT [e 
R 
0 dH
L()+( =2)n()

]j0)
; (2.5)
so that
Z [j(t)] = G@(t  i; t+ i):
The function G@ can be computed as a single-sided quantity, as was discussed in ref. [9].
3 The Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model
The Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model is an ensemble of Hamiltonians
HSY K [J ] = i
q=2
X
1j1<<jqN
Jj1jqj1   jq ; fj ; kg = jk (3.1)
where the Jj1jq are independently drawn from normal distributions, with variance
hJ2j1jqi =
(q   1)!
N q 1
J2 =
2q 1(q   1)!
qN q 1
J 2:
This model is chaotic, in the sense that the out of time ordered four-point function
grows exponentially, but is at the same time solvable in a 1=N expansion. The SYK model
has an emergent approximate reparametrization symmetry, which is explicitly broken by
a UV cuto term. At low temperature, the symmetry breaking is small, suppressed by
1
J . The quasi-Goldstone modes of reparametrization symmetry breaking are governed
by a Schwarzian action, which is also the action (in appropriate variables) for Jackiw-
Teitelboim (JT) two dimensional gravity with negative cosmological constant. In this
sense, the SYK model is approximately dual to JT gravity. The complete bulk description
is not known, but there is a possibility that the SYK model is an example of the AdS/CFT
duality between a d = 1 \nearly" CFT and a \nearly" AdS2 bulk described by JT gravity
coupled to interacting matter elds [26].
Given the full boundary size kernel for the j fermions in the SYK model at low
temperature, if we assume that there is a weakly coupled gravity dual to SYK, we can
explicitly compute the size of the bulk fermions dual to the j operators. In fact, the
boundary size kernel can be computed in two regimes; both at large q, computed in [9],
and at low temperature where the model is governed by the Schwarzian eective action. We
discuss the size distribution in the low temperature, or Schwarzian, regime in the following
section. In section 3.2 we describe a connection between the low temperature boundary
size operator and bulk AdS2 isometry generators that will be important for understanding
the bulk size.
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3.1 Boundary operator size in SYK models
In this section we examine the boundary size of the Majorana fermions in SYK in the low
temperature limit, N  J  1. To understand the bulk size, it is helpful to examine the
derivation of the boundary size distribution in some detail. We work at large N , so that
in particular the non-local bulk interactions are suppressed. Then the SYK action can be
written in terms of non-local elds G and . In particular,  is a Lagrange multiplier that
enforces
G(2; 1) =
1
N
NX
j=1
j(2)j(1);
where for convenience we take the arguments of G to be imaginary time.
As they are subleading in N , we ignore the normal ordering constants in the eective
action for the SYK model. We also assume that the model is totally self-averaging at
leading order in N , so that we can directly use the eective action after averaging over
the couplings. Then the eective action for size (derived in more detail in appendix A)
is [27, 28]
Ss = SSYK + S; SSYK =   ln Pf(@   (;  0)) + 1
2
Z
dd 0(;  0)G(;  0)  J
2
q
G(;  0)q
(3.2)
S =

2
  ln cosh 
2
  2 tanh 
2
G


2
; 0

; (3.3)
in the sense that the size distribution function can be computed as
G@(2; 1) =
R DGDG(2; 1)e NSs[G;]R DGDe NSs[G;] : (3.4)
At large J , the low energy excitations of the SYK model can be thought of as repara-
metrizations of time ! (), with Schwarzian action [27{29]
~SSYK =  2
L
Z 2
0
dftan ()
2
; g; L = J
S
;
where  is related to the boundary time by  = 2=, and S is a q-dependent constant
computed in [28].
Through this and the next section, we take a geometric approach to our computations,
similar to the techniques of [21]. It is useful to interpret the Schwarzian as the leading
non-trivial part of the extrinsic curvature of a long curve in Euclidean AdS2. In particular,
in Rindler coordinates, for a curve () = ((); ()) of large length L parameterized
proportionally to arc length by an angular coordinate 2 [0; 2), the extrinsic curvature is
K = 1 +

2
L
2
ftan ()
2
; g+O(L 4);
and by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem we ndZ
@M
K +
Z
M
R
2
= 2 =) SSYK  L A  2
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where R =  2 is the Ricci scalar, and A is the area of the region bounded by . For this
reason, the curve corresponding to the saddle point for  = 0 is simply a circle with large
length L.
Under a reparametrization ! (), the two-point function changes by
G(2; 1)! [0(2)0(1)]G((2); (1)): (3.5)
When the  are suciently separated in imaginary time, we approximate the saddle point
G by its conformal form,
Gc(2; 1) = c
"
2
L
2 1
2 sin2 2 12
#
sign(2   1)
b =
1
2

2

1
2
 

tan


; c =
b
(22S)

and compute S on a reparametrization using (3.5). This shows that we can think of S
as providing some \tension" between points on opposite sides of the circular saddle point
solution, and for suciently small  it is self-consistent to compute around this saddle point.
Because of the symmetry of the problem, the new saddle point will be approximated by
a path which consists of two segments of equal length, each of which is a portion of a
circle C with the same xed radius. Since we keep the length L xed, we can parameterize
the problem by a single number, the fraction of the circle C that makes up one of the two
segments, in other words the angle . We give an illustration of the saddle point in gure 1.
This solution is only an approximation: we consider small reparametrizations, which will
keep the curve smooth, while the approximation has sharp corners at  = 0; .
We reiterate that on the saddle point solution, times in the boundary theory are
related to points in Euclidean AdS2 by the point on the saddle point curve at parameter
 = 2=. To compute the two-point function on this saddle, we use the relation (A.8),
which gives (for 2 later on the thermal circle than 1)
G@(2; 1)  c(cosh 21   1) ; (3.6)
where  is the geodesic distance between the points corresponding to 2 and 1 on the
saddle point curve. For the sizes of the thermal state and boundary fermion, it remains to
nd the dependence of the angle  on . In appendix A we nd this to be
 = 2 tanh

2
c
2

L
2
1 2
 

2 tanh

2
2 1  2


c
2
2 L
2
2 4
+O

2 tanh

2
L1 2
3
:
Our main interest is in the rst moment of size, for which we only need the rst term
in this expression. In general, for small ,  can be expanded order-by-order in powers
of 2 tanh 2L
1 2 (the full expression can be found in appendix A). We note  is small
for small  < S=J , so in this regime our expansion around the  = 0 saddle point is
self-consistent.
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χχ
λ
Figure 1. Overview of the computation of the saddle point. We show Euclidean AdS2 with radial
coordinate r = tanh 2 2 [0; 1), with the conformal boundary drawn as a dotted line. In the rst
panel, we draw the saddle point at  = 0, which is a circle of length L. We also show the operator
insertions at  = 0;  that give \tension" to the solution in the  6= 0 case. In the presence of these
operator insertions, the true saddle is a shape that is \pinched" towards the center. The solution
will consist of two circular segments. In the second panel, we show the top circular segment in
a coordinate where its center is at r = 0, with the  = 0 saddle for reference. The length of
each segment is xed to L=2, so for an inner angle  > , the radius of the circle must shrink
accordingly. In the last panel, we show the  6= 0 saddle in a coordinate that is symmetric between
the two segments, namely one where  = 0;  coincide with  = 0;  and these points are equidistant
from r = 0, where  2 [0; 2) parameterized the saddle curve proportionally to arc length. The
transformation of coordinates between the rst and second panel is a boost in embedding coordinates
that moves the endpoints of the segment to the  = 0;  line, given explicitly in (A.9).
The cumulants of the size distribution of the thermal state 
1=2
 are the derivatives of
the action NS. For example, the average size is
n
N
=
1
2
  b


J
2
:
We can see that the nth cumulant will be of order N , but is in general of order
(J )n(1 2) 1 in coupling. Since we take J  N , we can consider the uctuations in
size of the thermal state to be suppressed by (J ) 12 2=pN . We note that this matches
the results in the large-q limit [9].
3.2 Size of  fermions and SL(2;R) generators
The geometrical picture allows us to not only compute the size of boundary fermions, but
also to uncover directly the relation of the size operator to bulk isometry generators. A
similar relationship for the \diagonal" matrix elements of the size operator, n [(u)], was
found by [18]. For the discussion of bulk size, we will need the more general matrix elements
((u)
1=2
 jnj(u0)1=2 ), and in nding their relationship to isometry generators we also give
another direct derivation of the result in [18]. The key idea is that matrix elements of
the size operator are determined by the change of the two-point function G@ as a function
of . The two-point function on the saddle is approximately a function of the geodesic
distance (as in (A.8)), so  aects the two-point function by deforming the boundary curve
in gure 1, which changes the distance between these two points in the bulk. Therefore the
 dependence can be mapped to a relative motion of the two points geometrically, which
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X<
Figure 2. Illustration of the geometrical approach to the rst size moment computation. In the
rst panel, we show the  = 0 location of the point X<, which will lie on the rst segment of the
 > 0 solution. In this coordinate, it lies at some 0 < . We indicate the location of the point
corresponding to X< with a dark dot, and show its previous location in a lighter color. Throughout,
we show only the top segment of the  6= 0 saddle. A line of points at  = 0;  is drawn for reference.
In the second panel, we use a coordinate so that the segment X< lies on is centered at r = 0. The
boundary time is an ane parameter for the saddle point solution, so X< now lies at angle 1 =

 0.
In the last panel, we have changed to the more symmetric coordinate of the third panel of gure 1
by the boost (A.9). Note that we can approximate the rst move of X< by a rotation, generated
by B(E), and the second is the coordinate transformation boost, generated by E(E). A point X>
on the second segment, with some 0 >  on the  = 0, is transformed similarly (of course with the
opposite boost). Once we compute the positions of the points in the symmetric coordinate system,
we can transform by a nal isometry to restore the position of one of the points, say X>.
can be achieved by applying the bulk isometry transformations to one of the two points
while keeping the other point xed.2 The key elements of the computation in this section
are illustrated in gure 2.
Euclidean AdS2 (the hyperbolic plane) can be isometrically embedded in R(1;2) (R3
with metric ( 1; 1; 1) and coordinate labels (X(0); X(1); X(2))) as the surface X2 =  1.
Likewise, Lorentzian AdS2 is the surface X
2 =  1 in R(2;1) (R3 with metric ( 1; 1; 1)
and coordinate labels (X(L0); X(L1); X(L2))). Unless otherwise noted, we will always use
these coordinates (in this ordering) on the embedding space. In these coordinates, the
matrices generating the independent isometries on Euclidean AdS2 are
E(E) =
0B@0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0
1CA ; B(E) =
0B@0 0 00 0 1
0  1 0
1CA ; P (E) =
0B@0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
1CA ; (3.7)
whose ows are shown in gure 3. A symmetric coordinate system to consider our problem
is one where the two distinct segments meet at  = 0 and . We must consider the motion
of two points, X< on the rst arc, and X> on the second, as we perturb . This is easiest
2The self-consistency of this approximation is argued as follows. In section 3.1 and appendix A, we show
that for small enough  it is self-consistent to compute the saddle point of Ss about the  = 0 solution, and
we assume that  is in this regime for this section as well. On this saddle point, G measures the geodesic
distance between points. As long as we do not scale our point splitting with N , at leading order in N
there will not be an additional modication to the saddle point resulting from insertion of G into the path
integral.
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Figure 3. Vector ows of the Euclidean symmetry generators B(E), E(E), and P (E).
to compute by placing the center of the circle our point is on at  = 0, computing the
location of X? in that coordinate for the given , then performing a boost by E(E) to
move the segment to its nal position. The result is that (see gure 2 and appendix A for
more details)
d
d
(X>  X<) =  (tanh E(E) +B(E))

X> +X<
2

  tanh 

h
E(E)(sin+X>   sin X<) + P (E)(cos+X>   cos X<)
i
+
B(E)

[(+   )X>   (    )X<]: (3.8)
Alternatively, we could have considered a coordinate system where X> remains xed as
a function of ; this amounts to the replacement X> ! X< on the right side of (3.8).
Analytically continuing the derivative to Lorentzian signature and using   =    + it1,
+ =  + + it2, we nd
d
d
X
(L)
<

=
=
"
i

tanh E(L)  

1 +
2


B(L)

+
tanh 


(sinh(t2   i)  sinh(t1 + i))E(L)
  (cosh(t2   i)  cosh(t1 + i))P (L)

  t2   t1

B(L)
#
X
(L)
< : (3.9)
where the innitesimal Lorentzian generators in our standard coordinates are
E(L) =
0B@0  1 01 0 0
0 0 0
1CA ; B(L) =
0B@0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
1CA ; P (L) =
0B@0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
1CA :
Flows of these generators are shown in gure 4.
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Figure 4. Vector ows of the Lorentzian generators B(L), E(L), and P (L) on a patch of global
AdS2. For reference, we have drawn in a portion of the Rindler wedge with nite boundary location,
as well as the right conformal boundary.
We can now compute the size in the low temperature limit. For convenience, we start
with the Euclidean expression (keeping only the leading order in L  J )
  d
d
lnG@( + + i;    + i)
=
2c
2

L
2
1 2 1
1
2(X>  X<)2
(X>  X<)  d
d
(X>  X<)
=  
2c
2

L
2
1 2 1
1
2(X>  X<)2
(X>  X<)  (E(E) +B(E))X<
=
2c
2

L
2
1 2 cosh  cos 
sin 
: (3.10)
As noted in [9], the size at  = 0 should be given by 2G@0(; 0). We can use this to x a
UV regulator so that the size units match at  = 0, and nd  = 8
2L
. Thus we nd the
boundary size at low temperature is
n [(u)] = 2b


J
2 
1 +

2
S
2
J
4
2
sinh2

u

!
(3.11)
where we have written the size in boundary time units u. In general, in terms of the
behaviour of size, the regulator simply sets the units as long as it is   =J . We took the
case u1 = u2, and so were able to ignore contributions that vanish in this limit. Evaluating
the derivative for u1 6= u2 gives the general Schwarzian contribution to the four-point
function, which was also pointed out to be given by applying symmetry generators to one
time argument of the conformal two-point function in [30]. We note that the result (3.11)
matches the low-temperature limit of [9].
We mention that this method extends to higher moments of size. These moments
depend on higher order derivatives of G@ over . From the exact bulk location of X? as a
function of  (computed in appendix A), we just compute the derivatives of these points
over  to the required order. We then compute the derivatives of  over  to the same
order, and dierentiate G@ to nd the size moment to the desired order.
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In addition to providing an analytic computation of operator size distribution in the low
temperature region, the discussion in this subsection also gives a direct relation of boundary
operator size with SL(2;R) generators. If we consider a bulk dual fermion, the correlation
function of which reproduces that of the boundary fermion for points approaching the
boundary, we can also relate the boundary operator size to an SL(2;R) quantum number
of the bulk fermion. This is a warm-up calculation for the bulk operator size results in the
next section, but we present it here since it does not depend on any bulk reconstruction,
and is closely related to the previous part of this subsection.
Since the two-point function of a bulk fermion in static AdS2 approaches Gc as !1
(cf. appendix C), from (3.9) we can conclude that the boundary size at low temperature is
given by the bulk expectation of generators for a free fermion, taken to the boundary and
normalized by the appropriate factors. Explicitly, dene
S = E  B (3.12)
J1 =   i

((sinh(t2   i)  sinh(t1 + i))E   (cosh(t2   i)  cosh(t1 + i))P ) (3.13)
J2 = i
t2   t1

B: (3.14)
If we take the natural Rindler vielbien, there is a particular fermion component, say with
index j, whose two-point function vanishes slower as  ! 1 (corresponding to the eigen-
value of 1 that does not vanish in the limit of (C.8); if we take the bulk mass positive
(negative) this is the +1 ( 1) eigenvector). Then we nd, writing hi to mean expectation
values for a free fermion in the Poincare vacuum on AdS2,
cosh 0  L
2
; xj = (tj ; 0); B =
b
N;1(1  2)


J
2
(3.15)
  d
d

=0
G@(t2; t1) = ((t2)
1=2
 jnj(t1)1=2 ) Gc(t2; t1)n (3.16)
 b
4S

J
2
1 2
B(cosh 0)
2h (x2)j(S + J1 + J2) y(x1)ji
(3.17)
where N;1 is dened in appendix C. In the Euclidean signature, the term in the derivative
of the coordinates that gives rise to J1 is
d
d

=
@(X>  X<) =   1

(X>  X<):
Thus the contribution of this term to the size matrix element is actually just a constant, and
we can replace J1 !  2 . Its contribution to the boundary size is subleading in  (since it
gives a contribution to the matrix element that is proportional to the two-point function).
The J2 generator is not as simple, but its contribution also vanishes when t2 = t1.
We then nd that, to leading order in J  1, the boundary size is proportional to
the expectation of E   B. In this sense we have given another derivation of the similar
result in [18]. One important dierence is that we have also computed the \o-diagonal
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matrix elements" of n, namely expectations like ((u2)
1=2
 jnj(u1)1=2 ) where u2 6= u1.
These will be essential for the computation of bulk operator size, as will be discussed in
next section.
4 Size of bulk elds
In order to use boundary CFT computations to determine the size of \bulk" operators, we
use an explicit construction of certain bulk operators as superpositions of boundary opera-
tors of various size. After describing our construction, we present some general properties
of bulk size for SYK-type models.
4.1 The explicit construction of bulk elds
The method for constructing bulk elds we pursue is analogous to that rst worked out by
Hamilton, Kabat, Lifschytz, and Lowe (HKLL) for certain quantizations of scalar [22{24]
and higher-spin elds [25]. There are dierent ways to understand this procedure; here, we
take an approach that makes explicit corrections due to interactions.
Consider a d-dimensional CFT with a bulk dual, with a spinor eld  of dimension
. We work in the limit of large N and strong CFT coupling, so the dual AdSd+1 theory
is weakly coupled. Sources (of dimension d   ) for the boundary eld  correspond to
boundary conditions for a bulk fermion  . The uctuating modes of  in the absence of
sources, when taken near the boundary and appropriately scaled, behave as a fermion of
dimension  and are identied with . Explicitly, if z is some coordinate that approaches
zero near the conformal boundary of AdS (and x are the remaining coordinates),
lim
z!0
 (x; z)$ z(x): (4.1)
The behaviour of  can then distinguish dierent ways of approaching the boundary. Our
main example will be a d = 1 model where the boundary lies at constant Rindler  coor-
dinate in AdS2. In this case, the explicit expression is
lim
!1 (tR; )$ (sech )
(x):
When the fermion is weakly interacting, we have the approximate equation
( =r m) (x; z) ' 0:
This, in addition to the holographic principle, inspires us to look for a bispinor
( =r m)GF (x; x0) = GF (x; x0)(
  
=r  m) = 
d+1(x  x0)p g
with support only for spacelike separated x; x0. Then we have, for any spinor  (x) on a
d+ 1-manifold M which we take to assume the boundary value  (x)! z(x),
 (x) =
Z
M
dd+1x0
p g(GF (x; x0)(
  
=r  m)) (x0) (4.2)
=
Z
@M
d(@M)( p g(z0)GF (x; x0) =N)(x0) +
Z
M
dd+1x0GF (x; x0)( =r m) (x0)
(4.3)
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ψ ψ
+ 1N + · · ·
Figure 5. Illustration of the perturbative HKLL reconstruction, in the right Rindler wedge of
AdS2. We show a diagram that appears at lowest, and at next-to-lowest order in the interaction.
We will focus on the lowest order contribution; our kernels only have support on the right boundary,
so to this order the fermion is reconstructed only from boundary operators inside the right light cone
(indicated in grey). In the picture with the spacelike propagator GF as in (4.2), all the interaction
vertices must be contained in the gray spacelike separated region. Fermion propagators are shown
with a solid line, and the propagator of some putative scalar eld interacting with the fermion is
drawn with a wavy line.
where N is the outward-point normal vector to the boundary @M , and =N = N . This
expansion provides a perturbative (in the interaction) diagrammatic approach to comput-
ing the bulk operator  (x) from boundary data; these will be bulk Witten diagrams with
propagators replaced by ones like GF with spacelike support. We illustrate this diagram-
matic expansion in gure 5. Since we are in the large N limit, which suppresses interactions,
we focus only on the rst term in this expansion. We are assuming that in this limit, we
can ignore the contribution of the interaction vertices to the bulk fermion. Regardless of
the contribution of this term, as long as the boundary eld  is nearly conformal, keeping
just the rst term gives an approximately local bulk eld.
In special coordinate systems in the free limit, there is a more direct way to understand
the HKLL procedure (this is the fermionic version of the \mode sum" approach taken in
the original work). Essentially, the Fourier transform of the reconstruction kernel is the
operator F! that takes constant spinors to solutions of the Dirac equation and is an eigen-
function under the ow by the time coordinate t, normalized so that as the coordinate
z ! 0, the dependence of F! on z and t becomes F! ! ze i!t. Then in Fourier space,
the reconstruction happens simply by multiplying the boundary creation and annihilation
operators at each momentum by the appropriate function of frequency. We give more de-
tails in appendix D. In particular, we will use the fact that, for time-translation invariant
quadratic expectations of fermions on the boundary, the Fourier transform of a bulk func-
tion in these special coordinates is a product of the Fourier transforms of the boundary
function and the kernel.
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In appendix D and E we nd concrete position-space expressions for these kernels for
AdS2. There are two cases to consider, depending on the sign of    1=2, where  is the
boundary spinor dimension. The simpler case is  > 1=2, where we show that there exists
a \smearing kernel" K(x; zjy) such that, to leading order in N and at strong coupling (so
that (y) is nearly conformal and free),
 0(x; z) 
Z
ddyK(x; zjy)(y) (4.4)
behaves exactly as a free fermion on AdSd+1 of mass jmj =    d=2. This smearing
function is indeed supported on points of the conformal boundary such that (x; z) is space-
like separated from (y; z0) as z0 ! 0. For example, in the AdS2 Rindler coordinate (we do
not normalize the kernels in any particular way, since our discussion will not depend on
the normalization),
K(tR; )=
1+e tanh(tR=2)
2q
1 e2 tanh2  tR2  (cosh   sinh  cosh tR)
 1 v 1((tR; ) spacelike to 0)
(4.5)
1v 1 =  v 1 (4.6)
K(tR; ju)= K(tR   u; ); (4.7)
with gamma matrices fj ; kg = jk. Note that although there is only a single component
fermion on a d = 1 boundary, the smearing kernel has two components for the two bulk
fermions. Then, given a boundary size kernel G@(y; y0), we can simply compute
GB (x; z; x0; z0) =
(0jT [e 
R 
0 dH
L()+( =2)n()

 Lj (y) 
L
j (y
0)]j0)
(0jT [e 
R 
0 dH
L()+( =2)n()

]j0)
(4.8)
=
Z
ddyddy0K(x; zjy)yjK(x0; z0jy0)jG@(y; y0): (4.9)
The diagonal entries GB (x; z; x; z)jj will be the generating function for the relative size
distribution of  (x; z), as measured in terms of (y) at t0.
In the SYK model, the boundary fermions have  = 1=q < 1=2, so the simpler kernel
above does not apply. For a fermion of mass m in the bulk, the Dirac equation admits
solutions that behave as z for z ! 0, where  = d2jmj. In fact, for jmj < d=2 there are
two inequivalent ways to quantize a free fermion with no boundary sources, distinguished by
their boundary behaviour. Since these quantizations have dierent behaviour (for example
near the boundary), the smearing kernels must be dierent. We give more details on
derivations of this kernel in appendices D and E, and summarize the important points
here. The simplest approach turns out to be to use the analytic form of the kernel (4.5)
(except changing v 1 ! v1 if we would like to keep the mass positive in the Dirac equation),
but give a prescription for handling the non-integrable divergences in the kernel on the light
cone for  < 1=2. One method is to use the analyticity of the free bulk modes in , so
that when integrating against analytic functions we just use a contour that analytically
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continues from the  > 1=2 case. Another possibility is to write the kernel as a linear
dierential operator that does not depend on time, acting on a function with integrable
divergences. One way to accomplish this is
K(tR; ) = e
 (+1)
(e + 2)

=r+

 +
1
2

(csch 0   coth 1)  ( + 1)1

+ e1

e
2
I(tR; )(spacelike to 0)v1
I(tR; ) = e
 tR=2 cosh2 1

tR
2

(1  x2) 1=2
x = e tanh

tR
2

; v1 = 
1v1
K(tR; ju) = K(tR   u; );
in this expression, the derivatives only act on tR, not u. For u away from the light cone
of (tR; ), we can evaluate the derivatives and nd exactly (4.5), except with v 1 replaced
by v1. The prescription is to regulate divergences by formally pulling the derivatives
out of integrals against the kernel, and evaluating the derivatives on the now convergent
integrals. More details on the dierent regularizations and quantizations can be found in
appendix D. The important point is that even in the case that regularization is required,
the reconstruction is explicitly supported on points spacelike separated to the bulk point.
We also point out that for the  < 1=2 case, the kernel diverges at the light cone, and
there is a large weight for operators \as late as possible" in boundary time.
4.2 Bulk size in the low temperature limit
From the full boundary size matrix elements at low energy in (3.16), and a perturbative
denition of bulk operators, we proceed to compute the size of the bulk fermions. A
schematic formula for the size of the bulk fermions constructed by HKLL in terms of the
boundary Majorana fermions is given by
n [ j(x)] =
R
K (xju2)j K (xju1)j
h
(u2)
1=2

n (u1)1=2  Gc(u2; u1)niR
K(xju2)jK(xju1)jGc(u2; u1) (4.10)
=

 (x)j
1=2

n  (x)j1=2   D (x)j (x)yjEnD
 (x)j (x)
y
j
E (4.11)
where
D
 (x)j (x)
y
j
E
is the covariant AdS2 fermion two-point function discussed in ap-
pendix C. Note that as written, this formula does not seem to depend on the choice of
coordinate, but does depend on the choice of vielbein used to dene the kernel K (since
we are taking particular components).
The AdS2 fermion two-point function appears in the strong coupling limit since inte-
gration of the kernel K against a conformal boundary two-point function gives the bulk
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function by construction. Likewise, \expectations" (i.e. expressions like h (x)E (x0)i) of
bulk symmetry generators are given by integrals against K of expectations of boundary
symmetry generators, since the reconstruction acts at the operator level.
To compute the numerator in (4.11), we treat the three terms in (3.12) separately. The
S = E   B generator has no boundary time dependence, so we can simply integrate over
the two boundary elds separately before taking the expectation value, and nd that this
term becomes the bulk expectation of the same generator S. As discussed at the end of
section 3.1, we can make the replacement J1 !  2 , and so can make that replacement
in the bulk as well.
At this point, we need to address the question of regulating (4.11). In principle, a UV
regulation in the boundary theory means that reconstructed bulk operators will have the
singularities in their two-point functions smeared out as well, so we can take the two bulk
points exactly equal in (4.11). One way to understand the eect of a UV regulator is to
regulate the boundary conformal two-point functions by an i prescription (in the SYK
model, we should take   =J ). Since the kernel K is time translation invariant, an
i regulation of a conformal boundary correlator is the same as splitting the bulk points
by i in the time coordinate, and keeping the boundary theory exactly conformal. Note
that we have introduced some additional dependence on the coordinate choice. When we
consider bulk points such that cosh  1=, the two points are split by a small (Euclidean)
geodesic distance, so reconstructed bulk quantities at such coordinates will be dominated
by the short distance divergence in the true bulk functions. Importantly, for coordinates
such that cosh   1= the Euclidean geodesic distance is large, and the bulk correlation
functions become conformal. Thus in the large  limit, the bulk size is simply the boundary
size, and approximated by an expectation of the symmetry generator S = E  B.
It remains to understand the contribution of the J2 term in the bulk. Since it is time
translation invariant, we can directly compute the Fourier transform of its bulk contribu-
tion. We will need the Fourier transformZ
duei!u

sin

iu+ 
2
 2p
= 4pe( )!B(p+ i!; p  i!):
Since the bulk size matrix element is given by dividing bulk expectations of generators
by the bulk two-point function, only the high-frequency behaviour contributes as we take
the separation between bulk points to zero. The contribution of the J2 term becomes
1
 (1+!@!)G(!), where G(!) is the Fourier transform of the boundary two-point function.G
decays exponentially for large negative !, but for large positive ! it has power law behaviour
 !2 1. Consequently, at large frequency this term becomes  2 G(!), and therefore
contributes a constant 2 to the bulk size. Therefore we nd that the bulk size (such that
cosh  1=) is given by the bulk quantity
n [ (tR; )j ] /
h (tR   i; )j(E  B) (tR; )yji
h (tR   i; )j (tR; )yji
: (4.12)
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Figure 6. Bulk size in the limit cosh   1= (in arbitrary size units; note that in this limit,
the bulk fermion size of both components has the same behaviour). The plot is shown in global
coordinates ; tG over the part of the Rindler wedge tR > 0. As discussed in section 4.3, this remains
a good approximation to the bulk size in the presence of nite J corrections on the boundary.
Using (3.17) to x the normalization constants (i.e. units of size), we conclude that
the bulk size both for small and large  is well-approximated by
n[ (x)j ]  b
4S

J
2
1 2 h (tR   i; )j(E  B) (tR; )yji
h (tR   i; )j (tR; )yji
; (4.13)
where   =J determines what we mean by \small" and \large" , and  is some
numerical constant that can be used to x units of size. Calling the vector eld V that
generates the symmetry of AdS2 associated to E   B, we have h (x)j(E   B) (x0)yji =
iV rG (x; x0)0, where G (x; x0) = h (x) (x0)i is a covariant two-point function. As
mentioned, the behaviour at large  is just the boundary size (3.11). We compute the full
expression for this expectation of generators in appendix C, but here we note the simple
behaviour in the limit ! 0,
h (tR   i; )j(E  B) (tR; )yji
h (tR   i; )j (tR; )yji
  !
!0
coth  cosh tR   1

(4.14)
=  1

sin cos tG
sin2    sin2 tG
  1

(4.15)
where we have also given the limit in global coordinates ; tG. At xed , this is an accurate
approximation to the size for cosh  1=. The behaviour of this function in the Rindler
wedge is shown in gure 6.
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4.3 Numerics at large q
The boundary size distribution is also known at large q, for all values of the coupling [9]:
G

+
4
+ iu;
 
4
+ iu0

=
e G(u  u0)
1 + 1 e q2

J

2
G(u  u0)q=2(cosh((u+ u0))  cosh((u  u0)  i))
2=q (4.16)
where
G(u) =

sin 
sin( + iu)
2=q
; (4.17)
and  and  satisfy
sin  =

J and sin


2
+ 2

= e q sin


2

: (4.18)
At low temperature N  J  1, our discussion above applies. To help further under-
stand the eect of nite J corrections on the boundary, we numerically compute the bulk
size using (4.9) directly.3 We have to regulate divergent integrals against the kernel, and
have checked that both methods described in appendix D.1 agree; details on practically
useful numerical versions of these schemes are given in appendix F.
First, we note that even at relatively small coupling the approximation (4.14) cap-
tures both the qualitative and quantitative behaviour of size away from the boundary. We
illustrate this by showing the logarithm of the ratio between the approximation and the
numerical result for a relatively small coupling J  61 in gure 7. For stronger cou-
plings, the agreement holds nearer to the boundary, as expected. In light of this, we will
concentrate on the behaviour near the boundary, !1, for the remainder of this section.
Here, the size of the component of the bulk eld decaying faster near the boundary,
in other words the eld \not present" at the boundary, asymptotes to a constant size
greater than n [(tR)], while the other component briey levels o at this larger size, then
rapidly drops to n [(tR)] as we go further towards the boundary. We refer to the two
components, respectively, as the \non-boundary" and \boundary" components. Figure 10
shows this behaviour for a particular temperature. The location of this rapid drop in the
size is a function of J , with lower temperatures pushing the location of the drop in size
to larger . Some example sizes demonstrating this pattern are shown in gures 8 and 9.
This suggests to identify the approximate location of the boundary with this drop. Further
numerical evidence for this identication is that, once we nd some  at some xed tR
at which the bulk size of the \boundary" component approaches ~n [(tR)], the boundary
value is approached at the same  for dierent times tR.
3If one interprets nite J corrections as aecting the location of the boundary, it is natural to wonder
if we should correct the reconstruction kernel as well. For fermions, we cannot naively put the boundary
at a nite location in (4.2) to include such corrections for the technical reason that it is only in the limit
of a conformal boundary that the kernel is proportional to a projector, while we always only have a single
fermion component on the boundary.
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(a) Fermion component decaying slower near
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Figure 7. Comparison of the approximation (4.14) and numerical results for q = 1000 and J  61
(   =0 = 0:1). In particular, we show the logarithm of the ratio between these expressions for
the two bulk fermion components. We show it both as a function of tG and , and as the prole
seen from  = 0 or tG = =2. The ratio is constant for a large portion of the bulk. The deviations
near  = =2, tG = 0 are signicant for both components. There is an abrupt drop, not present
in the simple approximation, in the size of the component decaying slower near the boundary as
the boundary is approached that only appears as a line of points in this gure. We note that for
the purpose of these plots, we have xed a choice of size unit (an overall constant multiplying the
numerical size).
Figure 8. Size at xed tR = 0 for various J and q = 1000. Lines corresponding to higher J lie
to the right. We have indicated the intersection of the vertical line ln J with the respective size
curve by a star.
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Figure 9. Size at xed tR = 1 for various J and q = 1000. As in gure 8, curves at lower
temperature lie to the right, we have marked the intersection of the vertical line ln J with the
respective size curve by a star.
Figure 10. Size for large  for q = 1000, J = 100. The fast \dip" and subsequent saturation in
size of the 1 = +1 component occurs at a xed  for all tR, well after the 
1 =  1 component has
saturated. Note there is a nite range of  where it would appear both components are saturating
to the same size.
5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have studied the operator size distribution of bulk dual fermion of SYK
model, using a combination of the HKLL formalism and SYK calculations. Our results
provide an explicit proof of the relation between operator size and AdS2 quantum number
in the bulk. Operator size grows exponentially for operators deeper in the bulk, which
therefore can be used as a measure of the bulk emergent spatial dimension. In higher
dimensions, it is easier to see how operators deeper inside the bulk are more complicated,
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since they can only be reconstructed on a bigger region on the boundary [31]. For a
0 + 1-dimensional bulk theory, since there is no spatial locality on the boundary, it is more
dicult to quantify the relation of emergent bulk spatial dimension with complexity and
quantum error correction. The operator size distribution provides a useful tool to make
progress along this direction.
There are many open questions along this direction. One question is whether there
is an analog of the quantum error correction understanding of bulk locality in higher
dimensions. How local is the bulk dual theory of SYK model in sub-AdS scale? How is
sub-AdS locality related to the operator size distribution? It is also interesting to ask how
to generalize the operator size measure and its dual interpretation to other models, such
as the eternal traversable wormhole (i.e. global AdS2) geometry that is dual to a pair of
coupled SYK sites [32]. Intuitively, when a fermion moves from one boundary to the other
in the global AdS2 geometry, one expects the operator size to increase and then decrease.
The temperature dependent operator size measure (2.4) does not directly apply, because
the two sites together could be at zero temperature. This suggests that a more general
relation between operator size and bulk spatial dimension requires a modied operator size
measure.
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A SYK size eective action
Here, we work out some details related to the SYK eective size action. First, we derive the
size eective action. We begin by noting that e nj = e 

2
+ln cosh 
2 (1+2 tanh 2
L
j ( iRj )),
and then simply expand the denition
(0 j1=2 Lj (u2)e nLj (u1)1=2 j0) (A.1)
= e N(

2
 ln cosh 
2 )(0j1=2 Lj (u2)
"Y
k=1
1 + 2 tanh

2
Lk ( iRk )
#
Lj (u1)
1=2
 j0) (A.2)
= e N(

2
 ln cosh 
2 )
NX
m=0
X
fk1;:::;kmg

 2 tanh 
2
m
 (0j1=2 Lj (u2)Lk1   LkmLj (u1)
1=2
 
L
km   Lk1 j0) (A.3)
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= e N(

2
 ln cosh 
2 )
NX
m=0
X
fk1;:::;kmg

 2 tanh 
2
m

T

j


2
+ + iu2

k1


2

  km


2

j


2
  + iu1

km(0)   k1(0)


(A.4)
= e N(

2
 ln cosh 
2 )
NX
m=0
X
fk1;:::;kmg

2 tanh

2
m

T

j


2
+ + iu2

k1


2

k1(0)

  

km


2

km(0)

j


2
  + iu1


(A.5)
= e N(

2
 ln cosh 
2 )
NX
m=0
 
N2 tanh 2
m
m!

T

j


2
++iu2

G


2
; 0
m
j


2
 +iu1


(A.6)
=

T

e NSj


2
+ + iu2

j


2
  + iu1


; (A.7)
where S in the last line is dened in eq. (3.3). In (A.4) we introduce a time-ordered path
integral, whence all the fermions  become Grassmanian variables squaring to zero, and
in (A.6) we use this property of Grassmanians to introduce G. The denominator in the
eective size expression is derived with similar manipulations.
Next, we nd the saddle point for small . As discussed in the main text, we really
just need to nd the dependence of  on . We note that
 X1 X2 = 1
2
(X2  X1)2 + 1 = cosh (X1; X2)
= coth (1) coth (2)
s
1 

2
L
0(1)
2s
1 

2
L
0(2)
2
"
2
0(1)0(2)

L
2
sin
(1)  (2)
2
2#
+ cosh((1)  (2)) cos((1)  (2))
where  is the geodesic distance. Thus, we can approximate
[0(1)0(2)]G((2); (1))  c[cosh (X1; X2)  1]  sign((2)  (1)) (A.8)
in the large L limit. Thus, we should nd the opening angle () that minimizes
 A  2 tanh 
2
c cosh (X; X0)
 :
The basic quantities in the action are easiest to nd by rst considering the circle to
have center at  = 0 in Rindler coordinates, with radius r and segment angle . The
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distance between the endpoints of the circular segment is simplest to nd by the inner
product in embedding coordinates,
cosh2 r(1  tanh2 r cos):
The area of a single segment is given by a fraction  of the area of the circle, plus the area
of the triangular wedge, which we nd from the interior angles (we call the one that is not
2   , ) after another application of Gauss-Bonnet,
A
2
=  cosh r   2   
tan  = sech r tan
  
2
:
Using these expressions, we can expand the derivative of the action to leading order in L
to nd an equation for  =  + ,
2( + )
L
1 2
tan2

2
+ sec2

2
sin 
 + 

= 2 tanh

2
c
2+1
cos 2

2

tan

2
+
2
 + 

+O(L 2):
If we further expand to second order in , we nd
 = 2 tanh

2
c
2

L
2
1 2
 

2 tanh

2
2 1  2


c
2
2 L
2
2 4
+O

2 tanh

2
L1 2
3
:
In general, for small  we can solve the equation for  order-by-order in a power series
in 2 tanh 2L
1 2. The behaviour of size can be understood as the response under small
changes in the angle , with the complication that we need to multiply by the appropriate
derivative of  over .
For concrete computations using the geometric saddle point solution, we need to map
from boundary time to location on the bulk curve, using that the former is an ane
parameter for the latter. To this end, it is useful to transform between coordinate systems
where one of the  6= 0 segments is centered, as in the second panel of gure 1, and a
coordinate that is symmetric between the two segments, as in the third panel of gure 1.
This transformation is given by some AdS2 isometry, which is simplest to express in the
embedding coordinate. Suppose we start in the coordinate where the rst segment is
centered, as in the second panel of gure 1. Then, the endpoints of the rst segment
are located at (cosh ;  sinh  sin  2 ; sinh  cos  2 ). The isometry that brings these
points to points equidistant from the origin with  = 0;  is the boost with parameter
tanh = tanh  sin  2 generated by E
(E). Explicitly, it is the embedding coordinate
matrix
F =
0B@cosh sinh 0sinh cosh 0
0 0 1
1CA : (A.9)
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The inverse boost gives the transformation to the symmetric coordinate from the coordi-
nate where the second segment is centered. In this way, we can always work in centered
coordinates for the appropriate segment to map boundary times to bulk points.
Using this transformation, we compute the location of the bulk points corresponding
to  =   + it for the saddle point solution corresponding to angle . Start with the
  coordinate, so use a coordinate system where the upper segment is centered as in the
second panel of gure 1. The radial coordinate  is xed by the requirement sinh  = L=2.
The angular coordinate is given by the ane parameter condition,
1  =
 

    
2
: (A.10)
Forming this into a coordinate ~X< = (cosh ; sinh  sin 1 ; sinh  sin 1 ), the coordinate
in the symmetric system is given by X<() = F ~X<. For the + coordinate, we have
1+ =
  
2
  

(2   +); (A.11)
~X> = (cosh ; sinh  sin 1+; sinh  cos 1+) in the coordinate where the second segment is
centered, and X>() = F  ~X> in the symmetric system. To compute derivatives over ,
we use the denitions of , , , and the useful identities
@
~X? = B
(E) ~X?; @ ~X? = (sin E(E) + cos P (E)) ~X?: (A.12)
B AdS space coordinates and symmetries
For convenience, we collect here some AdSd, and in particular AdS2, coordinate systems
and related expressions.
B.1 Embedding coordinates
A convenient denition of AdSd+1 involves the hyperboloid X
2 =  1 in the space Rd+2,
with metric  of signature ( ; ;+; : : : ;+). We will also refer to the two timelike coordi-
nates as T 0 and T 1, and in general start our numbering of embedding coordinates from 0.
The global AdSd+1 space is dened as the universal covering of this hyperboloid, but we
will also be interested in coordinate patches that cover only part of the global space.
The Killing vectors in AdSd+1 are the suitably restricted Killing vectors of the Lorentz
group in the embedding space,
K = X@  X@:
It will be useful in what follows to identify a particular set of \light-cone" coordinates,
U = X2  T 1
V  = X2  T 0
and to identify the Casimir
C =
1
2
p+qX
j1;j2;k1;k2=1
j1j2k1k2Kj1k1Kj2k2 :
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B.1.1 AdS2 Rindler coordinates
The Rindler coordinate takes some boost, say K20, to be time translation. Orbits of this
boost occur at the intersection of the constant T 1 planes with the hyperboloid; an explicit
coordinate choice is
T 1 = cosh 
V  = etR sinh 
with metric
ds2 =   sinh2 dt2R + d2:
Then the restrictions of the symmetry generators become
K20 = @tR
K01 K21 = etR(coth @tR  @):
B.1.2 AdSd Poincare coordinates
In the Poincare coordinate, some boost, say K21, becomes the naive coordinate \dilatation"
when restricted to the projective boundary of the hyperboloid. An explicit coordinate
system is
U+ =
1
z
Xj =
xj
z
for j 62 f1; 2g
ds2 =
dxjdxj + dz
2
z2
where indices are lowered on the xj with the same signature as the Xj . The restricted
symmetry generators are
K21 =  z@z   xj@j
K2j  K1j = @j for j 62 f1; 2g
Kjk = xj@k   xk@j for j 62 f1; 2g
K2j +K1j = 2xj(x
k@k + z@z)  (x2 + z2)@j :
B.1.3 AdSd global coordinates
In the \global" coordinate system, we choose the T 0   T 1 rotation to give the local time
translations. The explicit coordinates are
T 1 = sec cos ; T 0 = sec sin 
Xj = tan
jd 1; for j 62 f0; 1g
ds2 =
 d2 + d2 + sin2 d
d 1
cos2 
;
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and the symmetry generators become
K10 =  @
Kjk ! rotations of 
d 1 for j; k 62 f0; 1g
u =   
K1j  iK0j =  eiuxj@   e iuxj@ + ei (csckj + xkxj)@k:
C Position space fermion two-point function
In this section, we extend the work [33, 34] on geometric expressions for propagators in
symmetric spaces to spinor representations in arbitrary dimension D = d+1, and curvature
normalized to sR =
R
D(D 1) 2 f0; 1; 1g. Call the geodesic distance from x to x0, (x; x0),
g the metric tensor, and (x; x
0)0 the operator that parallel transports vectors along
the shortest geodesic from x to x0. We will repeat the convention established in [34] that
primed (unprimed) indices correspond to indices that refer to the tangent space at x0 (x),
and omit the arguments x; x0 where there is no ambiguity. The tangent vectors at the ends
of the geodesic connecting x and x0 are n = r (n(L) without indices), and n0 = r0
(n(R) without indices). Dene also sxx0 = nn
 = n0n
0 , which is 1 ( 1) for points that
are spacelike (timelike) separated. Then it can be shown [34] that any tensor acting on the
tangent spaces at x and x0 that is invariant (i.e. has zero Lie derivative) under the ow by
an isometry can be written as scalar functions of the geodesic distance multiplying tensor
products of , g, n(L) and n(R). We call such tensors \invariant". For example,
p = g   sxx0nn (C.1)
rn = A()p ; A = sxx0A (C.2)
(rn0)0 = B()p ; B = sxx0B (C.3)
(r0)0 = C()(pn   pn) = C()(gn   gn) (C.4)
where we have used rn(L)n(L) = 0, n(R) =  n(L) (parallel transport of geodesic tangent
vector), n
0rn0 = 0, rn(L)(x; x0) = 0, and that parallel transport preserves all inner
products to x the forms of the above tensors. Note that we must have A + B ! 0 as
 ! 0 since the components n(L) approach  n(R) (equivalently, ! 1). To nd C, use
sxx0Bp = rn   n0r0
= rn + nC(pn   pn)
=) C = A+B:
Taking the trace of (C.2) shows A = 1dr2. Furthermore, we can nd the derivatives of A,
B in several ways by taking derivatives along geodesics. For example,
A
0
p = n
r(rn) = nrrn +Rnn
=  (rn)(rn)  sRsxx0p =  (A2 + sRsxx0)p :
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Likewise, by considering nr(rn0) and n0r0(rn), we nd the relations
A
0
=  B2 =  (A2 + sRsxx0)
B
0
=  AB:
Finally, since all elds arise from the same principal bundle (so only the generators change
in the \spin connection"), the parallel transport operator S(x; x0) for any associated bundle
satises
rS(x; x0) = CgnS(x; x0)
where  are the appropriate spin group generators.
Now we specialize to the case of spinors. Fix some vielbien by a choice of an appropriate
vector-valued one-form . Then if we dene   = a
a
 and =n =  n
, we have
rS(x; x0) = C
4
[ ; =n]S(x; x
0):
For a dierent choice of vielbien (x) = ~(x)(x), ~S(x; x0) = (x)S(x; x0)(x0) 1. Next,
we use that there are no invariant totally antisymmetric tensors with more than 1 index
(of course, we take all these indices to be at a single point, say x). This can be shown by
induction, or simply by noting all invariant tensors with indices at a single point x must
be built out of sums of products of g and n(L).4 Call the invariant two-point function
of spinors G (x; x
0). Since traces of G (x; x0)S(x; x0) 1 against products of the   give
invariant tensors with indices at a single point, the most general form of the fermion two-
point function is
G (x; x
0) = (F0() + F1()=n)S(x; x0)
for scalar functions of the geodesic distance F0, F1. It will also be useful to have the
covariant derivative and Dirac operator
rG (x; x0) = ((F 00() + F 01()=n)n +AF1()p )S(x; x0)
+G (x; x
0)S(x; x0) 1
C
4
[ ; =n]S(x; x
0) (C.5)
=rG (x; x0) =  rG (x; x0)
=

(F 00() +
d
2
CF0())=n+ sxx0(F
0
1() +
d
2
(A B)F1())

S(x; x0): (C.6)
The Dirac equation when x 6= x0, ( =r m)G (x; x0) = 0, reduces to the pair of equations
mF1() = F
0
0() +
d
2
CF0
F 01() +
d
2
(A B)F1()  sx;x0mF0 = 0:
In the non-at case sR 6= 0, there is a useful function K =  A=B, whence from our above
relations we nd K 00() =  sRsxx0K and r2K =  sRDK, so A =  sRK=K 0. Then in
4We need to consider discrete reections to eliminate the totally antisymmetric tensor.
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terms of y = 1+K2 we can write a second-order equation for F0,"
y(y   1)@2y +D

y   1
2

@y +
 
d
2
2
+ sRm
2 +
d
4y
!#
F0 = 0: (C.7)
From here, we consider sR =  1. Then the solution of (C.7) that is properly normalized
to a delta-function singularity in Euclidean signature and has the right decay at innity
for the Poincare vacuum is
K() =
(
cosh  sxx0 > 0
cos  sxx0 < 0
; y =
1 +K
2
N;d =
1

d
 
 
 + 12

 
 
  d2

2d 
 
2
 
  d2

+ 1

 
 
d+1
2
 ; 
d = 2 d+12
 
 
d+1
2

F0() = N;dmf0(y); F1() = N;dK
0()f1(y)
f0(y) = y
 
2F1

 +
1
2
;  d
2
; 2

  d
2

+ 1;
1
y

f1(y) =  
  d2
2
y (+1)2F1

 +
1
2
;  d  2
2
; 2

  d
2

+ 1;
1
y

where as long as  > 0, we can choose  = d2 m. We x the branches of 2F1 for the
Lorentzian Wightmann function by analytic continuation of a Euclidean time coordinate
 !  + it. This is well-dened (meaning all relevant covariant derivatives continue in a
consistent way) as long as we continue with respect to a Euclidean time  such that @ is
a Killing vector orthogonal to a family of hypersurfaces (in other words, the metric can be
taken independent of  , and with no cross-terms involving d).
The \expectations" of symmetry generators, i.e. expressions like h (x)E (x0)i, are
especially simple to compute in this formalism. Given the vector eld V generating the
isometry of the manifold associated to E, we have
h (x)E (x0)i = irVG (x; x0);
where the covariant derivative acts on the unprimed coordinate. We also note that for prac-
tical computations, S(x; x0) can be found explicitly as the spinor transformation, smoothly
connected to the identity, corresponding to ab0(x; x
0) = a (x)0
0
b0 (x
0). 0 itself can
be found from rn0 .
C.1 AdS2 propagator and generator expectation values
Our main focus is on the Rindler coordinate on AdS2. This is the coordinate with Euclidean
metric
ds2 = sinh2 d2 + d2:
We take the natural vielbien (x) = sinh e0d + e1d. The bulk points we consider in
the main text are at the same  coordinate, but dierent  . We consider imaginary point
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splitting by some xed amount . In fact, for dierent  this corresponds to dierent
regimes of geodesic distance.
If we rst take the  ! 1 limit, then we should consider the propagator in the limit
of large geodesic distance. In this limit, =n ! 1. It remains to nd S(x; x0). If we take a
vielbien ~(x; x0)a = 0a
0
(x0), then ~S(x; x0) = 1, since we have chosen a non-coordinate
basis in which parallel transport along the geodesic from x to x0 is trivial. In the original
 vielbien, S(x; x0) =  the spinor Lorentz transformation, smoothly connected to the
identity, that corresponds to ab(x; x
0) = (x)a(x)
0
b 0 . If we take  ! 1 at xed ,
then , the Lorentz transformation taking n(R) !  n(L) in the non-coordinate basis given
by , becomes a rotation by (minus) , so S(x; x0) ! e 01 =  01. Then the large-
limit becomes
G (x; x
0)    !
!1 sech
2 (2N;1jmj)

sin2
    0
2
 0B@1  sign

  d
2
m

1
2
1CA 0; (C.8)
where the last term is a projector onto a certain eigenspace of 1. This is an indication
that there is only a single fermion component on the boundary.
In the small geodesic distance limit, F0()!  mGd(), where Gd is the Green function
for the at Laplacian in dimension d+ 1. We also have that F1()!  G0d(). The vector
n! csch @ , and S(x; x0)! 1.
The main use of this propagator in this paper is to compute the expectation of the
generators E   B; call the vector generating this isometry V . Continuing the equation
irVG to Euclidean signature, we nd that we need to compute
 rV (E)G (x; x0); V (E) = sin @ + (coth  cos    1)@ :
The exact expression is then given by taking the inner product of V (E) with (C.5) and
analytically continuing. For this it is useful to have the (Euclidean) spinor propagator
S((; ); ( 0; )) =
1  cosh  tan   02 2q
1 + cosh2  tan2   02
: (C.9)
D Fermion modes in AdS2
In this section, we give fermion mode solutions corresponding to the natural time in several
AdS2 coordinates. These modes serve four roles in this work. First, they give an explicit
consistent quantization of the \unusual" fermions with boundary dimension  < d2 . Sec-
ond, the Fourier transform of a reconstruction kernel can be read o of the modes. Third,
they are used to show that our regularization of the kernel for  < d2 is correct. Finally,
they have been used to check the two-point function we derive by a mode sum. We illustrate
these points in detail for the example of Poincare coordinates.
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D.1 Poincare coordinates
We start in the simpler Poincare coordinates to illustrate some general points. The metric is
ds2d+1 =
dz2 + abdx
adxb
z2
; (D.1)
with Dirac operator
=r = zj@j   d
2
z: (D.2)
We are looking for modes of the equation ( =r   m) = 0. The boundary fermion will
have dimension  = d2 m depending on our particular mode choice, and we allow either
sign as long as  > 0. To emphasize this point, when jmj < d2 , there are two consistent
quantizations, one with  > d=2, and one with  < d=2. As we will show, both choices give
rise to normalizable modes in AdSD. Dene 
gz to be the projector onto some eigenvalue
of z, g
z
= 12(1 + g
zz). Dene also jpj =
p
 papbab and =n = iapbab=jpj. The (matrix-
valued) function
Fgzp(x; z) = e
ipx
r
jpj
2
z
d+1
2
(2)
d 1
2
h
J  d+1
2
(zjpj) + =nzJ  d 1
2
(zjpj)
i
g
z
(D.3)
= ( =r+m+ z)z
"
eipxp
2jpj
 z
2
 d 1
2
J  d 1
2
(zjpj)
#
g
z
(D.4)
solves the Dirac equation with m = gz(   d2). In terms of this function, the normalized
modes of the Dirac equation (associated to the Poincare Killing vector) are
 jgzp(x; z) = Fgzp(x; z)u
j
gz(p) (D.5)
ujgz(p) = 
 1
1=2(p)u
j
gz(0): (D.6)
where ujgz(0) is a basis for the 
z = gz eigenspace, zujgz(0) = g
zujgz(0), and p is re-
stricted to be timelike. 1=2(p) is the Lorentz boost that takes the timelike vector
(sign p0
p
 p2; 0; : : :) ! p. There are solutions with spacelike p, but these are not nor-
malizable in the bulk. These modes are normalized according toZ
dd 1xdzz d jgzp(x; z)
y jgzq(x; z) = 
jkd(p  q): (D.7)
As we take z ! 0, the dominant behaviour is
Fgzp(x; z)    !
z!0
z
 
eipx
(2)
d 1
2  
 
  d 12
  jpj
2
  d
2
!
g
z
: (D.8)
Notice that this function is proportional to g
z
. This is how we get the correct (reduced)
number of fermion components on the boundary.
We can construct smearing functions by the following procedure. First, we x some
notation. The bulk fermion eld has the mode expansion
 (z; x) =
Z
dd 1p
Z 1
j~pj
dp0
X
j
 jgzp(x; z)c
j
p +  
j
gz p(x; z)d
jy
p ; (D.9)
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while the boundary is
0(x) =
1
 
 
  d 12

(2)
d 1
2
Z
dd 1p
Z 1
j~pj
dp0
X
j
eipx
 jpj
2
  d
2
ujgz(p)c
j
p
+ e ipx
 jpj
2
  d
2
ujgz( p)djyp (D.10)
Dene u = uy( i0). We then have
cjp =
 
 
  d 12

(2)
d+1
2
 jpj
2
 d
2
 
ujgz(p)=n
Z
ddxe ipx0(x) (D.11)
djyp =
 
 
  d 12

(2)
d+1
2
 jpj
2
 d
2
 
ujgz( p)=n
Z
ddxeipx0(x); (D.12)
note that here all momenta, including =n in both expressions, have p0 > 0. Now, we re-insert
these operators into (D.9). It is useful to have the formulaX
j
ujs(p)u
j
s(p)=n = sign p
0g
z
: (D.13)
Then for
K(x; z) =
 
 
  d 12

(2)
d+1
2
Z
ddp( p2)
 jpj
2
 d
2
 
Fgzp(x; z) (D.14)
we nd
 (x; z) =
Z
ddx0K(x  x0; z)0(x0)
as an operator equation.
A completely similar sequence of steps in other coordinate systems gives the Fourier
transform of the reconstruction kernel directly from the bulk mode solutions. The key
ingredient is that, near the boundary, the mode becomes proportional to the eigenspace of
some -matrix. This particular type of decay is easiest to anticipate by examining the Dirac
operator in a given coordinate system. A general feature is that the Fourier transform of
the reconstruction kernel is given by the spinor operator that is
1. an eigenfunction of the ow by the Killing vector associated to the time coordinate,
2. takes arbitrary xed spinors to a solution of the Dirac equation (this is (D.3) in the
Poincare coordinate),
3. and is normalized to approach (z0)eipx (up to numerical factors and functions of
other coordinates for which there is no translation symmetry) for some projector 
and some coordinate z0 tending to zero as the conformal boundary is approached.
This smearing function will correspond to approaching the conformal boundary at con-
stant z0.
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We directly compute the position space smearing function for d = 1. We use the
integralZ 1
0
d cos


x0 y0
z

 J() =
8<:0 z < jx
0   y0j
2 
p

 (+1=2)

z2 (x0 y0)2
z2
 1=2
otherwise;
(D.15)
and the form (D.4) of the bulk mode operator, and nd
K(t; z) =
 ()
2
p
 
 
 + 12
z  =r+ 1
2
gz

gz(z2   t2)  12 (z   jtj)gz (D.16)
=
m ()p
 
 
 + 12
 t0 + zzp t2 + z2
 t2 + z2
z
 1
g
z
(z   jtj); (D.17)
where the second line is valid only for  > 1=2 because of derivatives of the step function. If
the relevant integrals converge, we can just use this smearing function directly to construct
bulk quantities. For  < 1=2, there is a divergence in this kernel on the light cone that
is not integrable. This derivation assures us that the divergence is not spurious; it comes
from unregulated arbitrarily high-momentum modes.
There are several possibilities to regulate the  < 1=2 divergence. One is to take
the derivatives in (D.16) after integrating against the kernel (since the Dirac operator is
independent of time). The most immediate is to analytically continue in . All that
we need to reproduce the bulk modes is that the integral against boundary modes, /R
K(t u; z)ei!u, gives the properly normalized bulk modes, which themselves are analytic
in . If we dene the integral of the kernel against analytic functions by taking a \gure-
eight" contour around the poles at t = z (and normalize by ei cos), , then
for  > 1=2 this gives the correct answer, and for  < 1=2 gives the correct bulk modes
by analytic continuation.
The analytic continuation method is also related to a simple high-frequency regulator.
This can be done by giving an exponential energy damping e j!j on each mode in (D.14).
Instead of the sharp step in (D.15), the integral dening the regulated K(t; z) becomes,
calling  = (x0   y0)=z,
Re
Z 1
0
de (+i) J()

! 2
 
 ( + 1)
1p
2 + 2
Im

2F1

1
2
; 1;  + 1;
1
2   i

(D.18)
!
p

2 ( + 1=2)
Re
 
e i(1  (2   i)) 1=2
cos()
: (D.19)
We can now freely take derivatives of this integral as in (D.16) to nd the regulated
Poincare kernel; the dierence will only be non-vanishing in  near  = 1. Integrating this
regulated kernel against analytic functions is the same as our contour prescription in the
limit  ! 0. Since we only consider integrals of the kernel against analytic functions, and
the analyticity argument is simpler than carrying out explicit regulated integrals, in other
coordinate systems we will simply use the analytic continuation as the denition of the
kernel for  < 1=2.
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D.2 d = 1 global coordinates
In global coordinates, we have
dsAdS2 =
 d2 + d2
cos2 
:
We choose vielbiens
ea = cos@a;
with this choice the nonzero component of the spin connection is
w01 =  w10 =   tan
and the Dirac operator is
=r = cos(0@ + 1@) + sin
2
1:
The normalized positive frequency solutions to this equation are given by
 (+)n (; ) =
p
2n! (2 + n)
2 ( + n)
e i(+n) cos()
cos

4
  
2

P ( 1;)n (sin) + i
2 sin

4
  
2

P (; 1)n (sin)

us (D.20)
where P
(;)
n are the Jacobi polynomials, us are eigenvectors of 1 with eigenvalue s, such
that  = 1=2 sm, and 2 = 01. If we work in a basis where 2 and us are real, then we
can take the negative frequency modes just the complex conjugates of (D.20); in general
they are
 ( )n (; ) =
p
2n! (2 + n)
2 ( + n)
ei(+n) cos()
cos

4
  
2

P ( 1;)n (sin)  i2 sin

4
  
2

P (; 1)n (sin)

us:
(D.21)
These modes are orthonormal under the inner productZ =2
 =2
d sec sn(; )
y s
0
m(; ) = nmss0 :
D.3 d = 1 Rindler coordinates
It is convenient to make the change of variable to u=  ln tanh 2 . The new coordinates are
T 1 = cothu = cosh 
V  = cschuetR = sinh etR :
The metric in these coordinates becomes
ds2 =
 dt2R + du2
sinh2 u
:
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The boundary is located at u! 0. The natural vielbiens in this coordinate are
ea = sinhu@a
and the Dirac operator is
=r = sinhu=@   1
2
coshu1:
To nd the modes, we solve the Dirac equation ( =r   m) (tR; ) = 0. The normalized
expressions are
 (tR; u) = N!e
 i!tR( z)~c=2(1  z) 1 ~c2 F!;m(z)sus
F!;m(z) = ~c2F1(a; b; ~c; z)  a2( z)~c2F1(~c+ a; ~c+ b; 1 + ~c; z)
z =   sinh2 u
2
a = i!; b =  i!; ~c = 1
2
+m1
N! =
1

s
2 cosh(!)B( + i!;  i!)
B(;)
:
A mode sum for the kernel for  > 1=2 gives (4.5).
E Details on the reconstruction kernel
A very direct way to derive the kernel is the mode sum approach. We have carried out
the mode sum both in Poincare and Rindler coordinates for  > 1=2 to conrm our
expressions. That approach also illustrates that the  < 1=2 case can be treated either by
analytic continuation from  > 1=2, or equivalently by regulating high-momentum modes
on the boundary.
To connect with the invariant description of reconstruction in (4.2), and to show more
explicitly the role that choice of coordinate and vielbien plays in the reconstruction kernel,
we write the kernel using the geometric quantities described in C. First, call N the normal
vector the conformal boundary, and =N =  N
. Note that =N depends on how we approach
the boundary, which is dierent in dierent coordinate systems. Now solve the Dirac
equation for spacelike separation using the same ansatz (and notation) as in C, but now
demanding regularity as points approach each other. The solution is
GK(x; x
0) = (F0() + F1()=n)S(x; x0)
F0 = my
  d
2 2F1

  d
2
; d   d
2
;
d+ 1
2
; 1  y

F1 =
2
p
y   1    d22 2F1   + 12 ; d  + 12 ; d+32 ; 1  y
d+ 1
:
It can be checked that the kernel in either coordinate system can be written (using z0
as a general coordinate tending to zero at the conformal boundary, for example sech  in
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Rindler)
K(x; x
0) / lim
z0!1
p
 g(x0)(z0)GK(x; x0) =N
/ lim
z0!1
p
 g(x0)(z0)S(x; x0)y d
 
1   
d
2
m
n
(R)
0  
0(x0)
!
=N:
The form of the reconstruction kernel in Rindler and Poincare coordinate systems, (4.5)
and (D.17) respectively, has been chosen to reect the second equality here. The matrix
appearing in the front of both kernels is S(x; x0),
lim
z0!0
S(x; x0) /
8>><>>:
axa+zzp
xaxa+z2
z Poincare
1+e tanh(tR=2)
2r
1 e2 tanh2

tR
2
 Rindler ;
and the projector on the right is just (1   
d
2
m n
(R)
0  
0(x0)) =N (in (4.5) we instead just wrote
the vector in the image of this projector), both in the limit z0 ! 0. These two matrices
encode the vielbien choice, and the matrix on the right encodes the relationship between 
and mass. We can check that the kernel transforms properly between the two coordinate
systems by using the spinor transformation corresponding to the change of vielbien from
Poincare to Rindler coordinates, which is
v  =
 
  tanh tR2
e
!
; 1=2 =
 0v0  + 1v1 q
abv
a vb 
2:
We also show that the form of the kernel is xed where it is nonzero by demanding dif-
feomorphism invariance for the bulk spinor, while the boundary spinor is a quasi-primary
operator of dimension . To nd equations for the kernel, we use that the unitaries gener-
ating bulk isometries generate boundary conformal transformations. The bulk eld should
transform according to the ow generated by the appropriate vector eld. Concretely, we
x an orthonormal frame ea, and consider the transformation generated by the ow of a
Killing vector . Under the pushforward by this ow, the components of ea change by
 Lea =  [; ea]. Since  is a Killing vector, the generator J()ab = hea;Lebi is antisym-
metric. A bulk eld in a representation  of the spin group transforms by
 LB  (x; z) =  ((J()ab) + ) (x; z):
This is the ow generated by the operator ^, and in the case of AdSd+1, the same operator
generates conformal transformations on the boundary. Then if the bulk eld is written
 (x; z) =
Z
ddyK(x; zjy)(y);
and the conformal transformation acts on (y) by
[^; (y)] =  L(y)
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we nd the operator constraints
LB(x;z) K(x; zjy) = K(x; zjy)  L(y) (E.1)
where on the Lie derivatives we have indicated which variables the dierential parts can act
on. Actually, these are too restrictive in general dimension (specically odd AdS), where
the dierence from (E.1) can be by terms that integrate to zero against a boundary eld,
but in even AdS this stronger constraint can be satised.
The transformation of boundary primary elds is particularly simple in Poincare co-
ordinates. We can derive the constraints on the Poincare kernel,
K(x; zjy) = K(x  y; z)
(2xj(  d)  (x2 + z2)@xj + 2xkjk + 2zjz)K(x; z) = 0
(xj@j + z@z)K(x; z) = (  d)K(x; z)
(xj@xk   xk@xj )K(x; z) =  (jkK(x; z) K(x; z)@jk)
where jk is the generator of the Lorentz group in the desired bulk representation, 
@
jk is
the generator of the Lorentz group in the boundary representation, and  is the dimension
of the boundary eld. The last equation shows that K(0; z) is an intertwiner for represen-
tations of the boundary Lorentz group. These equations can be used to nd the form of the
kernel for arbitrary spin. In the spinor case (we assume the spinor transforms irreducibly
on the boundary), a non-zero solution
K(x; z) =
=x+ zzp
xjxj + z2

z2 + xjxj
z
 d
1
where 1 maps the boundary spinor representation into the 
z = 1 eigenspace of the bulk
spinor representation (its presence and image as a particular eigenspace of z is mandated
by the fact that K(0; z) is an intertwiner for an irreducible representation of a Lorentz
subgroup, so its image is irreducible and hence z is constant on the image, but the choice
of sign of eigenspace is arbitrary). This is the unique non-zero solution, up to choice of scale
and the sign of the z eigenspace for the irreducible representation. It is also straightforward
to show directly from the constraints that K must satisfy a Dirac equation,
=rK(x; z) =

  d
2

K(x; z):
F Numerics
Here we note some practical formulas for numerics with our divergent kernels. If we have
some boundary quantity F @(u) that is linear in boundary elds, we need to compute
FB(tR; ) =
Z
duI(tR   u; )F @(u)(spacelike)
= 2e  ~FB(tR; )
~FB(tR; ) =
Z 1
 1
~I(x; )F @(tR   u(x))dx
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~I(x; ) =
1
1 + e x
1
(1  (e x)2) (1  x
2) 1=2
u(x) = ln
1 + e x
1  e x:
We will also need the partial derivatives
@tR
~FB(tR; ) =
Z 1
 1
dx~I(x; )@tRF
@(tR   u(x))
@ ~F
B(tR; ) =
Z 1
 1
dx~I(x; )
e x
1  (e x)2
 
1  (2 + 1)e x+ 2@tR

F @(tR   u(x)):
Finally, to make the integral against (1  x2) 1=2 manifestly convergent, we can use thatZ 1
 1
dx(1  x2) 1=2f(x) =
Z =2
 =2
d(cos )
1
2
+f(sin )
=
1
1
2 + 
Z 1
0
dt
(2  t1=(1=2+))1=2  (f(1  t
1=(1=2+)) + f(t1=(1=2+)   1)):
The bulk size distribution is
GB (tR; )j =
Z
dudu0K(tR   u; )jK(tR   u0; )jG@(u; u0):
We can symmetrize the integrand, which is the same as taking the real part in a basis
where all the j are real. Following the above, the bulk quantity can be written in terms of
H(tR; ; t
0
R; 
0) =
Z 1
 1
dxdx0 ~I(x; )~I(x0; 0) Re[G@(tR   u(x); t0R   u0(x0))]
and its derivatives. This function satises the identity H(tR; ; t
0
R; 
0) = H(t0R; 
0; tR; ).
F.1 Chebyshev polynomial method
Another strategy to numerically integrate against the kernel is to expand in the complete
Chebyshev polynomials Tn(x), and use the analytic continuation ofZ 1
 1
(1  x2)Tn(x)dx = 22+1B(+ 1; + 1)3F2

 n; n; + 1; 1
2
; 2+ 2; 1

      !
! 3=2
8<:0 n odd( 1)n2 41 2 1 1B(+n
2
; n
2
) n even
;
where we can dene the integral for  < 1 by a gure-eight contour.
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